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Charged colloids and proteins at an air-water interface: The effect of dielectric substrates
on interaction and phase behavior

E. C. Mbamala and H. H. von Gru¨nberg
Fachbereich Physik, Universita¨t Konstanz, 78457 Konstanz, Germany

~Received 23 August 2002; published 26 March 2003!

We study a two-dimensional~2D! system of macroions, trapped at the interface between air and an aqueous
electrolyte solution, in the presence of a dielectric substrate approaching the air-water interface from the water
side. Working within the linear Debye-Hu¨ckel theory, we investigate how the microion-averaged interaction
potential between the macroions is affected by the presence of the dielectric substrate. Using these potentials
in a Monte Carlo simulation, we further study the changes in the structural and phase behavior of the 2D
colloidal system in response to the approaching substrate. Our scope of investigation covers two classes of
colloidal particles, namely, highly charged latex particles of tens of nanometers radius, and protein particles of
few nanometers radius carrying relatively small numbers of total charge. Probing the bond-orientational order
parameterF6 as a function of the 2D particle surface fractionfsurf and the air-water–substrate-water separa-
tion distanceL, our simulations show that structural formations at the air-water interface are strongly influ-
enced by the presence and the dielectric nature of the supporting substrate. Specifically, our@fsurf : L] phase
diagrams reveal that the transition from the fluid to the crystalline phase is shifted to higher surface fractions,
if the approaching substrate is metallic, and to lower surface fractions, if it has a very low dielectric constant.
These phase diagrams may be useful for finding materials and substrate interfaces for growing, e.g., 2D
crystals of protein particles.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.031608 PACS number~s!: 68.43.2h, 82.70.Dd, 87.14.2g, 64.70.Nd
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lateral ordering of colloidal particles at interfaces b
tween two different media is of fundamental and practi
interest. While it sheds light on the influence of dimensio
ality on the physics of interaction and phase behavior, tw
dimensional~2D! colloidal arrays have also been used—
mention but one practical example—as templates for na
structuring of solid surfaces@1#. The general interest in 2D
colloidal systems has been triggered by the classical wor
Pieranski@2# who demonstrated that certain colloids can
trapped at an air-water interface. Since then, observing
ticles at the air-water interface has been a common and
venient way of investigating 2D or quasi-2D colloidal sy
tems, including studies of clustering and ordering@3,4#,
aggregation@5–8#, collapse of colloidal crystals@9# and
foam formation@4,10#.

We are interested here in a 2D system of charged collo
at the air-water interface. This system has been studied t
retically by others before@11,12#. Important in our context is
the work of Teraoet al. @11# who have performed Monte
Carlo ~MC! simulations in 2D, of colloidal particles at th
air-water interface at low salt concentration and low surfa
particle densities. The major result of their work includ
finding a two stage melting transition of 2D crystals with t
hexatic phase intermediate between the solid and the
phases. However, this study may be inconclusive since s
of the motivating experiments—including notably the obs
vation of 2D colloidal crystals and clusters@2,3,9#, and, more
importantly, crystallization of proteins at the air-water inte
face@13,14#—involve an additional dielectric interface apa
from the air-water interface, which has not been conside
in Refs.@11,12#.
1063-651X/2003/67~3!/031608~11!/$20.00 67 0316
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The present paper therefore focuses on the role of
additional surface. We address the question of how the ph
behavior of the 2D colloidal system at the air-water interfa
is affected when the system is further confined by some s
strate having different dielectric characteristics~dielectric
constante3) from that of the suspension. The additional i
terface is expected to induce effects due to confinement
image charges, depending on the distanceL between the air-
water and the substrate-water interfaces. This in turn is
pected to have consequences on the interaction and thu
the phase behavior of the system. After first deriving a p
interaction potential that accounts for the additional diel
tric substrate~Sec. II!, we proceed as in Ref.@11# and sys-
tematically probe in Secs. III and IV, also via MC simulatio
the effect of the additional substrate-water interface on
phase behavior of the 2D colloidal system. The two key
rameters of our simulations are the dielectric constante3 of
the additional substrate and the distanceL. In order to keep
the number of variables as small as possible, we cons
only three representative substrates,e35` ~metal!, e3

578.3 ~water!, and e351 ~air!, marking the extremes an
thus spanning the possible range of changes expected d
the additional substrate.

Two classes of macroionic particles are investigat
namely, highly charged latex particles and small globu
proteins carrying only few charges. Modeling proteins
spherical colloids is certainly a rather crude approximati
‘‘crude’’ in the sense that apart from differences in length a
time scales between the two classes of particles, protein
ticles have the extra complexity of anisotropy. However,
garding, e.g., the more general nonspecific physicochem
properties of the 2D systems of charged interfacial partic
the present study of 2D colloid arrays may offer certain
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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sight, particularly into the question whether or not the gro
ing of 2D arrays of proteins can be influenced by an ad
tional dielectric substrate. Indeed, protein particles
solutions have been reported to form various forms of arr
including crystals, at air-water interface with various types
supporting substrate@13–15#. The need to obtain 2D array
of proteins arises due to the fact that large 3D single crys
are often difficult to obtain, and the subsequent structu
analysis by x-ray techniques can be rather time consum
On the other hand, 2D arrays of proteins if obtained le
themselves to rapid analysis by electron microscopy te
niques and requires only small amounts of sample mate
@16#. Another application of 2D protein arrays, showing t
potential usefulness of these systems, is suggested in
@17# where ferritin~a globular protein with iron core! arrays
could be used as the component of an ultimate memory
vice.

From the above-mentioned studies, one understands
the formation, quality, forms and stability of 2D arrays d
pend largely on the strength of the attractive and repuls
interparticle forces at play. The interaction between partic
at air-water interface are governed by~i! lateral capillary
forces @18–20#, ~ii ! electrostatic forces@2,11,21,22# for
charged colloids,~iii ! magnetic forces@23–25# for the case
of magnetic particles, and~iv! the short-ranged van-der
Waals forces. We will concentrate exclusively on the seco
type of interparticle force. While the last two types of forc
can be safely ignored in the system under investigation
word of caution is in order regarding the capillary forces.

The main cause of the lateral capillary forces is the de
mation of liquid surface, which is supposed to be flat in t
absence of particles. The larger the interfacial deforma
created by the particle, the stronger the capillary interac
between them. Hence, the origin of this force is essenti
the particle weight. However, capillary forces can pers
even for particles of vanishing size and weight, when p
ticles, instead of being freely floating, are partially immers
~immersion capillary forces! in a thin liquid layer on a sub-
strate@26#. The deformation of the liquid surface in this ca
is related to the wetting properties of the particle surface,
to the position of contact line and magnitude of cont
angle, rather than to gravity. Hidalgo-A´ lvarez and co-
workers@27# have, however, shown that for the sizes of lat
particles commonly investigated in the literature~particle di-
ameters,1 mm), lateral capillary forces can be neglecte
And in the ignorance of any specific wetting properties
can also ignore the immersion capillary forces in this stu
Wetting effects are also essential in reducing the total cha
on the interfacial particle relative to its value in the bulk d
to partial exposition to the low polarizability half space~the
air! @28#.

We finally remark that 2D systems of particles are a
realized and investigated in sandwich geometries@29#, in
which particles are laterally confined between two dielec
walls. Studies on structural changes corresponding to
tems in sandwich geometry abound, see, e.g. R
@12,30,31#. The sandwich system though very similar, is su
tly different from the scenario of particles trapped at an
terface, e.g., air water~where additional dipole-dipole inter
03160
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action plays a role! in the vicinity of a second substrate, e.g
glass, metal, etc.

II. EFFECTIVE PAIR POTENTIALS

We here calculate the electrostatic interaction potentia
two point macroions at a distancer apart, each carrying a
total numberZ of elementary chargese, trapped at the inter-
face formed by a gaseous phase~air! of dielectric constante1
~region 1! and an electrolytic solution of dielectric consta
e2 ~region 2!, see Fig. 1~a!. Next we introduce a substrate o
dielectric constante3 ~region 3! such that the electrolyte be
comes a quasi-2D film of thicknessL @Fig. 1~b!#. Hence, we
have three distinct regions resulting in two interfaces;
e1ue2 interface we shall identify as the air-water or a
solution interface, and thee2ue3 interface which will be re-
ferred to as the substrate-water or substrate-solution in
face, where substrate can be any dielectric mate
~including air and water! without any mobile or static
charges. Only the electrolyte~region 2! is allowed to contain
mobile microions, characterized by the inverse Deb
screening lengthk.

Netz @32# has considered the more general problem
which an electrolytic solution is allowed also in regions ‘‘1
and ‘‘3’’ of the slab system. Specifically, he has considere
slab of thicknessL, filled in 2L,z,0 with an electrolyte
solution characterized by a screening constantk2 and a di-
electric constante2, and two half spaces, one in 0,z char-
acterized bye1 andk1, and another inz,2L with e3 and
k3. Within the Debye-Hu¨ckel ~DH! theory, the electrostatic
potential w at a positionr due to a point test chargeZe
located atr 8 follows from

kBTe i

4pZe2
@¹22k i

2#f~r ,r 8!52d~r2r 8!, ~1!

wheref5ew/kBT is the normalized electrostatic potentia
with kBT being the thermal energy. The potential must s
isfy Eq. ~1! in all three regions (i 51,2,3) of the slab system
the three solutions being interconnected through appropr
boundary conditions atz52L and z50. The problem is
rewritten in cylindrical coordinates wherer[(s,z) with s
5Ax21y2, ~see Fig. 1!, and solved in Fourier space wit
respect to the lateral coordinates. Specifying the genera
solution provided in Ref.@32# to our case at hand (k150,

FIG. 1. Two macroions, at a distancer apart, trapped at an
air-water interface:~a! no substrate and~b! with a dielectric sub-
strate of separation distanceL from the air-water interface.
8-2
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k25k, k350), we obtain the solution for points in the ele
trolyte medium~region 2!, when the test ion is located in th
same medium as follows:

f~s,z,z8!5ZlBE
0

`

dk
k

p
J0~ks!e2puz2z8u

1ZlBE
0

`

dk
k

p S J0~ks!

12x12x23e
22pLD

3~2x12x23e
22pLcosh@puz2z8u#1x12e

2p(z1z8)

1x23e
22pLep(z1z8)!, ~2!

where the factors

x125
e2p2e1k

e2p1e1k
, ~3!

x235
e2p2e3k

e2p1e3k
~4!

represent the coupling between the solution and the bou
ing dielectric media and determine the strength and sign
the image charges.J0 is the usual spherical Bessel functio
k5uku is the Fourier conjugate of the real coordinates, and
p5Ak21k2. lB5e2b/e2 with b51/kBT, is the Bjerrum
length. We mention that Carnie and Chan@33# have obtained
a similar expression for the same problem, but perhaps
to oversight omitted thee22pL factor in the coefficient of the
cosh function in Eq.~2!.

The appropriate ion-ion interaction for a pair adsorbed
the interface between medium 1 and medium 2, may rea
be obtained from Eq.~2!, by settingz850 andz50, so that
s5r . The resulting expression provides the value of the
tential at distancer along the interface from an adsorbe
point ion of total chargeZ. The pair interaction is equal to
this potential evaluated at the appropriate pair separat
times the charge on the other ion. If both ions have the sa
chargeZ then the pair interactionbU(r ,L) is

bU~r ,L !5Zf~s5r ,z5z850!

5Z2klBE
0

`

dl
l

l̃
J0~krl !F11S 1

12x12x23e
22kL l̃ D

3~2x12x23e
22kL l̃ 1x121x23e

22kL l̃ !G , ~5!

where we letk5k l so thatp5Ak21k2l 25k(11 l 2)1/2 and
l̃ 5(11 l 2)1/2. It can be seen immediately that in the limit o
large L in which the problem reduces to that of only on
interface formed by media 1 and 2, Eq.~5! reduces to the
form obtained by Stillinger@34#, namely,

bU~r ,L→`!52Z2klBe2E
0

` lJ0~krl !

e2 l̃ 1e1l
dl. ~6!
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The same is not true of the expression derived in Ref.@33#,
due to the ommission pointed out.

We now wish to write Eqs.~5! and~6! for various values
of x12 andx23 corresponding to various systems of interfac
in the slab geometry, and for finite and infinite slab thickne
L . We will consider only the following representative case
the air-water only, the air-water-metal, the air-water-air, a
the air-water-water systems with the following acronym
AW, AWM, AWA, and AWW, respectively.

Case I: Air-water only (AW) system.Here the appropriate
pair interactionbUaw(r ) results from Eq.~6!, with e151
ande2578.3. As Hurds@21# has shown, Eq.~6! can be sepa-
rated into an exponential and algebraic decaying terms

bUaw~r !5bUyuk1bU Int, ~7!

where the first term

bUyuk52Z2klBE
0

` lJ0~krl !

A11 l 2
dl52Z2klB

e2kr

kr
~8!

is the familiar Yukawa potential with a factor of 2, and th
second term is

bU Int522Z2klBE
0

`

l̂ J0~krl !S e12l̂

11e12l̂
D dl, ~9!

with l̂ 5 l / l̃ 5 l /(11 l 2)1/2 and e125e1 /e2. A numerical
analysis of the integral, Eq.~9! shows that it grows from
weakly negative values at very small pair separations t
positive maximum and decays algebraically to zero at la
pair separations. The net interaction potential in Eq.~7!,
however, remains repulsive for all range of interactions.

Case II: Air-water-metal (AWM) system.We first consider
an approximate limiting case wherex1251 and x23521.
From Eqs.~3! and~4!, these values correspond respective
to e125e1 /e250, an approximation of an air-water interfac
and e325e3 /e25` for a metallic substrate-water interfac
From Eq.~5!, the resulting pair potentialbU lim is

bU lim~r ,L !52Z2klBE
0

`

l̂ J0~krl !tanh~kL l̃ !dl. ~10!

We see immediately that the approximatione1250 is crude
enough to kill the second term in Eq.~7!, i.e., Eq.~9!, leav-
ing the system with only the Yukawa interaction, Eq.~8!. We
will hence avoid this approximation, i.e.,x12Þ1, in our pair
potentials. Then from Eq.~5! again, the appropriate pair in
teraction for the air-water-metal system,bUawm is obtained
as

bUawm~r ,L !52Z2klBE
0

` l̂ J0~krl !

coth~kL l̃ !1e12l̂
dl. ~11!

Case III: Air-water-air (AWA) system.Here, x125x23.
This situation would ideally represent particles suspende
a thin film of water in air. It would also model systems whe
the e3 substrate is a low polarizability medium (e3;1→6)
8-3
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where the ratioe32 is of the same order ase12. The pair
potentialbUawa(r ,L) for this system is obtained as

bUawa~r ,L !52Z2klBE
0

`

J0~krl !S e12l̂ tanh~kL l̃ !11

tanh~kL l̃ !12e12l̂
D dl.

~12!

Case IV: Air-water-water (AWW) system.In this case,e2

5e3 so that x235( l̃ 2 l )/( l̃ 11). This represents a hypo
thetical situation where the substrate is of the same diele
material as water but without mobile charges. It exposes
effect of the confining substrate on the interaction witho
image-charge forces. The pair potential is obtained as
lows:

bUaww~r ,L !52Z2klBE
0

`

J0~krl !

3S tanh~kL l̃ !11/l̂

~1/l̂ 1e12l̂ !tanh~kL l̃ !1e1211
D dl.

~13!

The potentials above are still in their integral forms. U
fortunately, they cannot be performed analytically. We ha
therefore performed the integrals numerically in order to c
ture sufficient details in the electrostatic interaction. Figu
2~a!–2~c! show the variation of the pair potentials with th
pair separation,kr for various interfaces’ separation dis
tanceskL. The full solid curve is for the AW system, Eq.~7!
~no substrate! corresponding tokL5` for any of the other
cases:bUawm, bUawa, andbUaww for the AWM, the AWA,
and the AWW systems, respectively. The latter@AWW, Fig.
2~a!# is plotted to show the small but finite effect of pu
confinement without any dielectric change across
substrate-water interface. The plots clearly show how
pair interaction between two ions trapped at an air-water
terface is modified by bringing a substrate from the bulk
the solution to a finite distance from the air-water interfa
Of particlar interest is the opposing effects of the two e
treme classes of substrates being investigated. While
creasing the AWA interfaces’ separationkL enhances the re
pulsive pair interaction@Fig. 2~b!#, the effect of the same
action for the AWM system is weakening the repulsive int
action, becoming very short ranged for very smallkL @Fig.
2~c!#.

This behavior can be explained with electrostatic ima
charge forces@35#. The total electrostatic potential due to a
ion in a medium of dielectric constant, saye, near another
medium of dielectric constant, saye8, is the sum of the
potential due to its real chargeq and that due to its image
charge,q85q(e2e8)/(e1e8). If the e medium is, for ex-
ample, water and thee8 medium is air so thate.e8, thenq8
is of the same sign asq and the total potential due to bot
charges doubles in magnitude with respect to the bulk va
~absence of interface! for a point at the interface. On th
other hand, if thee8 medium is a metallic substrate and thee
medium is still water,e,e85` and the image charge i
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the real cha
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The potential in this case is subtractive and vanishes for
point on the metal substrate. Electrostatic screening
charges by electrolyte ions does not change this pic
qualitatively, but leads just to an additional factore2kr in the
potential@34#. Now, for our case with two point charges
the air-water interface, this implies that one point charge~the
test charge! sees the potential of two other charges, name
the real charge1Ze at z50 and its image charge2Ze
(1Ze) at z52L in the AWM system~AWA system!, respec-
tively. The electrostatic potential at the position of the te
charge and thus the interaction potential then reduces in
AWM system and increases in the AWA, relative to the val
it has in the absence of a substrate.

Figure 2 is plotted only up to a fewkr . To reveal the full
range functional behavior of the potentials, we replot Fig
in log-log scale up tokr 520. The result is Figs. 3~a! and
3~b! for only the AW, AWA, and AWM setups. The plots
show for variouskL, dominant exponential decay at sho
pair separations and algebraic decay at large separation
agreement with Hurd@21#. The uyuk (5bUyuk/2Z2klB) of
Eq. ~8! is included to show the deviation of the potentia
from a pure Yukawa-like potential decay.

We have thus established that the presence of an a
tional interface has both qualitative and quantitative effect
the pair interaction of macroions at an air-water interface
what follows, we are going to probe these potentials furt

FIG. 2. Linear plot of the pair potentials versus pair separat
distancekr for the various systems of interfaces:~a! the air-water-
water~AWW!, Eq. ~13!; ~b! the air-water-air~AWA !, Eq. ~12!; and
~c! the air-water-metal~AWM !, Eq. ~11!. The solid line,kL5`,
corresponds to the air-water only~AW! system, Eq.~7!.
8-4
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for structural effects on two-dimensional colloidal suspe
sion of particles trapped at an air-water interface via M
simulation.

III. MODELS AND SIMULATION DETAILS

Good fits of the pair potentials, Eqs.~7!, ~11!, and ~12!,
have been made to obtain energy parameters used in
canonical ensemble MC simulation of the quasi-2D syst
of colloidal particles trapped at an air-water interface w
and without additional substrate interface. The fit formu
are of the general form for the reduced potential,

u~kr ,kL !5
b1e2b2kr

~kr !b3
1

b4

~kr !b5
, ~14!

whereu(kr ,kL)5bU(kr ,kL)/2Z2klB . Values of the pa-
rametersbi ( i 51,2,3,4,5) for various different values ofkL
and for the three systems AWM, AWA, and AW are listed
Table II.

In the simulation, the particles are no longer taken to
pointlike ions, but have finite size of diameter 2a. Hence, the
density of the 2D system of particles is best described by
particle surface fractionfsurf5pa2r, where r5N/Sbox is
the number density, withN the total number of the particle
in the simulation box of surface areaSbox. The appropriate
pair interaction then includes a hard-core part,

bV~r !5H `, r ,2a

2Z2g2lBku~kr ,kL !, r>2a.
~15!

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the pair potentials versus pair separat
for ~a! the AWA system and~b! the AWM system. The thin solid
line uyuk is the pure Yukawa exponential decay, Eq.~8!.
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Furthermore, the introduction of finite size for the macroio
demands the familiar DH correction of the total chargeZ in
the form Z→Zg where g5eka/(11ka). The validity of
this correction in the present situation is doubtful since o
a half of the particle surface is assumed immersed in
aqueous phase and hence only this part carries sur
charges. But since for the sizes of colloidal particles be
considered here, the factorg makes only a small difference
we will leave it at that. It is convenient to work with reduce
units. We takea as the unit length scale in the following
Then the independent parameters of our calculation
fsurf, L[Z2lB /a, z[ka, andL/a, and Eq.~15! becomes

bV~r /a!5H `, r /a,2

2Lg2zu~zr /a,zL/a!, r /a>2.
~16!

In all simulation runs, the 2D rectangular simulation bo
with aspect ratio 2:A3 contained a total ofN51024 par-
ticles. The preferred aspect ratio makes the box a unit ce
the target crystal structure~triangular lattice!. This minimizes
the influence of the simulation box upon the structure of
system. We varied the surface fractionfsurf only up to 2%,
where the average particles’ separation distance is abou
particle diameters, thus remaining in the low concentrat
regime. Particles were moved only in the lateralx-y direc-
tions with periodic boundary conditions according to t
standard Metropolis algorithm@36#. Each starting configura
tion consisted of particles uniformly distributed over th
simulation box on a triangular lattice. The systems we
equilibrated with about 20000–50 000 MC cycles by mo
toring the energy. One MC cycle corresponds toN
(51024) attempted moves of a particle. About 5000
10 000 MC cycles were used to obtain the statistical avera
of the density dependent quantities characterizing the par
structures at the interface. These quantities are the bo
orientational order parameterF6, the 2D pair-correlation
function g(r ), and the orientational correlation functio
gB(r ), introduced in the following.

The order parameterF6 was introduced by Nelson an
Halperin @37# to characterize the structural order in 2D sy
tems. It is viewed as the absolute value of the sixth Fou
component of the bond angle distribution function, which
constant in the isotropic fluid and consists of six equa
spaced peaks in the solid phase. It is given by@11,38#

F65K 1

N (
m51

N
1

Nb
(
n51

Nb

e6iumnL . ~17!

The angular brackets indicate the configurational aver
and umn is the angle between some fixed axis~e.g., x or y
axis! and the bond joining themth particle with anothernth
neighboring particle, andNb denotes the number of suc
particle-neighbor bonds. Various definitions of particl
neighbor distances have been given in the literature, bu
long as the shell of the next-nearest neighbors is exclud
details of the neighborhood definition have a negligible
fluence on the results@39#. In this present work, we declar
two particles as neighbors if their center-center separatio
equal or less thandnn51/Ar, the mean separation betwee

n

8-5
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particles in a system of number densityr. The square of the
absolute value of the bond-orientational order param
uF6u2 is used to characterize the structural order of the s
tem @31#. When the system belongs to the fluid pha
uF6u2!1. On the other hand,uF6u2;1 when the particles
form perfect crystalline order of triangular lattice structur

For further clarification on the structure and phase beh
ior of the systems, the pair-correlation functiong(r ) and the
orientational correlation functiongB(r ) are also determined
by MC simulation. Theg(r ) determines the translational o
der of the particles and is defined as@40#

g~r !5^d~r 8!d~r 82r !&5K Sbox

N2 (
i

(
j . i

d~r2r i j !L ,

~18!

whereSbox is the 2D volume of the simulation box. On th
other hand, the particles’ bond-orientational order is de
mined by thegB(r ) defined as@41#,

gB~r !5^c6* ~r 8!c6~r 82r !&/^d~r 8!d~r 82r !&

5K (
i

(
j . i

c6~r i !c6* ~r j !d~r2r i j !L /g~r !, ~19!

wherec6(rm), m[ i , j is the local bond-orientational orde
parameter

c6~rm!5
1

Nb
(
n51

Nb

e6iumn. ~20!

The bond-orientational correlation function is used to ide
tify the hexatic phase where a system possesses short-r
translational order but a quasi-long-range orientational or
being intermediate between the solid crystal phase and
fluid phase. The region in parameter space of existence o
hexatic phase in most systems is often very narrow. He
in order not to lose focus on the main aim of this study,
will not pay much attention in identifying this intermedia
phase.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Latex particles

From the equilibrium states of the various systems stud
~AW, AWA, and AWM!, we investigate the concentration d
pendence of the squared bond-orientational order param
uF6(fsurf)u2, as well as the pair-correlation functiong(r )
and the bond-orientational correlation functiongB(r ), with a
view to understanding the electrostatic influence of supp
ing substrates on the structural behavior of charged parti
trapped at an air-water interface.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the order parameteruF6u2

with the surface fractionfsurf. The two outer curves corre
spond to fixed distancesL/a54.0 in the AWA and AWM
systems, while the middle curve corresponds to particle
the AW system (L→`) in the absence of any additiona
interface. The other two parameters are fixed atL53433 and
ka50.25. These parameters are typical of latex particle
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highly deionized water~for example: k215200 nm, a
550 nm, lB50.72 nm, andZ5500). Any other possible
combination of the parameters leading to the same values
L andka will lead to the same result.

In all three curves, we see thatuF6u2;0 for a range of
colloid densities, indicating that the systems belong to
fluid phase. Then there is a critical density at which the s
tem experiences a jump in the order parameter~to uF6u2

'0.5) when the system makes transition to crystalline pha
This uF6u2 behavior is quite in agreement with that presen
in Ref. @11#. The substrate-water interface again as in
case of the interaction potentials shows opposing effect
going from the AWA system to AWM system with respect
AW system. The AWA system exhibits crystals at densit
~lower! where the AW and AWM systems shows fluid stru
tures, obviously due to the enhanced repulsive p
interaction potential for the AWA system observed in Fig.
That is, bringing a metallic surface near to the 2D system
the air-water interface induces a shift of the freezing den
to higher densities. This shows that, and how the additio
dielectric substrate affects the crystallization behavior of
2D colloidal system.

To further expose the distinct effects of the two classes
interfaces, we characterize in Fig. 5 the structural feature
the systems~parameters as in Fig. 4! at an arbitrary reference
surface fraction,fsurf50.008. Figure 5 shows,~a! equili-
brated configuration snapshots of the particles,~b! the pair-
correlation functions g(r ), and ~c! the orientational-
correlation functiongB(r ), for the three systems—~i! AWA,
L/a54.0, ~ii ! AW, L/a5`, and ~iii ! AWM, L/a54.0. The
figure reveals that at the reference densityfsurf50.008 the
AWA system displays clearly a solid phase from theg(r )
with quasi-long-range translational order, and crystalline
der from point of view ofgB(r ) with finite and long-ranged
nondecaying values. At the same density, the AWM syst
shows an isotropic fluid phase where bothg(r ) and gB(r )

FIG. 4. The square of the orientational order parameteruF6u2

versus the particle surface fractionfsurf for the air-water only sys-
tem~AW!, the air-water-air~AWA !, and the air-water-metal~AWM !
systems when the reduced interfaces separation distanceL/a is held
at 4.0. Other fixed parameters areL53433 andka50.25.
8-6
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display short-range order. The snapshots directly cla
these features. An intermediate behavior between the A
and AWM systems is displayed by the AW system at
same surface fraction. In this system, while theg(r ) shows a
short-range order,gB(r ) appears quasilong ranged, showi
a slow decay to zero. This behavior can be an evidence~but
not a rigorous proof! of the existence of a hexatic phase
the melting transition of a 2D colloidal suspension at t
air-water interface as investigated in Ref.@11#. We empha-

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional structural characterization of the p
ticles trapped at the air-water interface atfsurf50.008. The col-
umns;~a! snapshots,~b! the pair-correlation functiong(r ), and~c!
the bond-orientational correlation functiongB(r ); and the rows:~i!
the AWA system (L/a54.0), ~ii ! the AW system (L/a5`), and
~iii ! the AWM system (L/a54.0). Other fixed parameters are as
Fig. 4.dnn5Ar is the mean interparticle distance at the given d
sity r5fsurf /pa2.

FIG. 6. Phase diagram in the@fsurf :L# plane for a set of system
parameters corresponding toL53433 andka50.25. The regions
of the indicated phases are: isotropic fluid phase~fluid!, crystalline
solid phase~crystal!, and either of both phases depending on
dielectric nature of the additional supporting substrate. In the A
system, this region is crystalline~crystal-AWA!, while it is fluid in
the AWM system~fluid-AWM!.
03160
y
A
e

size again that we are not set here to identify the hex
phase, but rather to show the clear transition to fluid or cr
talline orders due to the substrates.

In what follows, we will not invest much effort in locating
the exact transition density from the isotropic fluid phase
the crystalline solid phase, or vice versa, often achieved
the cummulant method@39#. We will rather assume that tran
sition occurs at around the jump inuF6u2, i.e., at values of
fsurf corresponding touF6u2'0.5, which is reasonable from
the point of view of Fig. 4 discussed. Figure 6 is a pha
diagram based on our model, obtained with the above cr
rion by systematically calculatinguF6u2 as a function offsurf
as in Fig. 4, for varying values ofL/a. In this diagram, the
reduced parameters are againL53433 andka50.25. The
figure shows in what regions of the lines drawn for the tw
systems, AWA and AWM, one expects to find the fluid pha
‘‘fluid’’ and the crystalline solid phase, ‘‘crystal.’’ The region
labeled ‘‘crystal AWA’’ and ‘‘fluid AWM’’ belongs to the
crystal phase for the AWA system and to the fluid phase
the AWM system. It is seen that at largeL, the two lines join
into one with values equal to those obtained for the A
system.

Figure 7 shows the effect of changing the reduced par
eters,L andka. In Fig. 7~a!, L is as in Fig. 6, whileka is
decreased to 0.167. This could imply, for example, reduct
in screening by reducing the ionic strength of the electrol
(k215300 nm, a550 nm), or slightly smaller particles
(k215200 nm,a533 nm). Again this leads to stronger re
pulsive interaction and the effect on the phase diagram
quantitative shift in favor of the crystal phase. In Fig. 7~b!,
ka50.25 as in Fig. 6 butL takes a smaller value 1752
producing again a shift in the phase diagram but now
favor of the fluid phase.

B. Protein particles

In the light of the results of the preceding section, w
extend the simulations to parameters relevant to protein
ticles at an air-water interface. Some protein particles stud
at the air-water interface are known to be of the order o
few nanometers in dimensions and carry quite small numb

-

-

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but~a! ka is decreased from 0.25 to
0.167—the region of the crystal phase increases in area; and~b! L
is decreased from 3433 to 1752—the fluid phase region gains a
8-7
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TABLE I. Some proteins particles studied at the air-water interface with some relevant propertie
sources.

Protein Tertiary Dimensions Hydrodynamic
particle structure (nm3nm3nm) radius~nm! Charge (pH) Reference

Lysozyme globular 4.533.033.0 1.967 19(7.0),112(3.5) @42#, @43#

BSAa globular 14.033.833.8 3.579 217(7.0) @42#

b-casein disordered coil 3.579 213(7.0) @42#

Myoglobin globular 4.434.432.5 119(3.5),25(9.5) @43#

Ribonuclease globular 3.832.832.2 113(3.5) @43#

Apoferritinb globular 6.000 undetermined @44#/ @45#

aBovine serum albumin.
bApoferritin is the protein ferritin with a spherical core about 6 nm in diameter containing iron oxide@45#.
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of charges. The net charge on a protein particle ispH depen-
dent and can be varied from negative to positive, takin
vanishing value at the isoelectric point of the protein so
tion. See Table I for a summary of a few proteins and so
of their relevant properties. We investigate again the poss
influence of a supporting substrate on the phase behavio
protein particles at the air-water interface. Table I shows t
the electrostatic coupling quantityL will be quite small for
any realistic combination of the composite parameters, c
pared to values obtained for the latex particles. The obse
shift of the phase boundaries in going from a high value oL
in Fig. 6 to a lower one in Fig. 7~b! suggests that crystalli
zation in 2D protein systems will set in at much higher s
face fractions than in colloidal systems. This, we see fr
Table I, is essentially due to the low net charge carried
proteins. We will therefore focus only on the AWA mode
which according to the results on latex particles enhan
crystallization and therefore provides the only possi
chance of finding the crystal phase at reasonable par
densities.

In the simulations, we probedL587.54 and 171.42. The
former value could correspond to 2a57.0 nm, Z520, and
lB50.766 nm~water:T5278 K, e2578.3), while the latter
is obtained by increasinglB to 1.5 nm assuming a lowe
polarizability solution of dielectric constant,e2'40.0. This
assumption is not unreasonable considering that in exp

FIG. 8. The order parameteruF6u2 versus~a! surface fraction
fsurf and~b! air-water–substrate-water separation distanceL/a, for
sets of parameters appropriate for protein particles at air-solu
interfaces as labeled. In both~a! and ~b!, ka50.175.
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ments of protein crystallization, the protein solution is oft
a concoction whose resultant dielectric constant will be w
below that of water. However, the AWA acronym will still b
used to describe the resulting air-solution-air system.
e2540, a different set of fit parameters must be obtained
are shown also in Table III in the Appendix. For salt conce
trations typical of protein solutions@42,43#, we fixedka at
0.175.

Figure 8~a! shows the variation of the order paramet
uF6u2 with the surface fractionfsurf when the AWA inter-
faces’ separation distanceL is equal to the particle radiu
(L/a51.0). The figure shows that withL587.54, the pro-
tein particles could not form a crystal for the range of surfa
fraction considered. But increasingL to 171.4, the order
parameter performs the characteristic jump~here at fsurf
5.018) to a high value, so that one can expect a well defi
crystalline structure atfsurf50.02 at the air-solution inter-
face. Figure 8~b! demonstrates that the crystalline order e
isting at the surface fraction,fsurf50.02 in Fig. 8~a! col-
lapses to an isotropic fluid phase with also a sudden div
the order parameteruF6u2, whenL/a is increased from 1.0.
The point on the horizontal axisL/a5` corresponds to the
AW system~i.e., air-solution only interface!.

In Fig. 9, we plot the@fsurf:L#-phase diagram for the

n
FIG. 9. Phase diagram for a set of system parameters co

sponding toL5171.4 andka50.175 appropriate for protein par
ticles, obtained only for the AWA system.
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TABLE II. The fit parametersbi for e151.0 ande2578.3. The values corresponding tokL marked with ‘‘*’’ are obtained for the
air-water-air system, ‘‘**’’ are for the air-water-metal system, andkL5` is for the air-water only system.

kr
Small separationkr 5027 Large separationkr 572`

kL b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

0.25* 4.36968 1.03332 0.38666 0.05188 1.41822 6.75770 0.79906 1.34639 0.75897 3.2
0.35* 3.16919 1.06816 0.32458 0.07366 1.87064 4.61932 0.84437 1.16922 0.39803 3.2
0.50* 2.13406 1.01331 0.39440 0.05023 2.22335 4.72500 0.80606 1.49737 0.16537 3.1
0.75* 1.30101 0.870893 0.662179 0.02989 2.39797 1.92150 0.91642 0.86393 0.09282 3.2
1.00* 0.99245 0.77318 0.91866 0.00996 2.51205 1.39635 0.93328 0.78978 0.05493 3.1
2.00* 0.95501 0.95065 1.01137 0.00543 1.35189 0.76352 0.94202 0.80309 0.02030 3.1
4.00* 0.98485 0.99191 1.00018 0.00115 1.36693 1.29557 0.90959 1.42098 0.01608 3.0
` 0.98395 0.99158 1.00029 0.00126 1.57368 0.81882 1.02088 0.81871 0.02700 3.2
4.00** 0.98562 0.99227 1.00009 0.00083 1.38556 1.07694 0.98345 1.09445 0.01593 3.0
2.00** 1.01685 1.03296 0.98923 20.00379 1.36667 3.47061 1.02433 1.93716 0.01384 3.046
1.00** 1.23932 1.47238 0.90124 20.00658 1.46043 102.86300 0.437491 7.39092 0.00796 3.02
0.75** 1.43582 1.91032 0.83769 20.00451 1.55401 0.00520 0.58665 2.31473 0.00469 2.959
0.50** 1.86138 2.89575 0.73788 20.00177 1.81432 28.46E205 0.10370 1.58336 0.0028 2.90339
0.25** 2.84005 5.92461 0.64324 21.44E205 5.43621 24.17E206 0.21541 0.32290 0.00059 2.76656
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protein particles (L5171.4, ka50.175) with the same
freezing criteria used for Figs. 6 and 7 in the latex-collo
system. The protein phase diagram while qualitatively id
tical to the latex particle ones, however shows a much la
region in the@fsurf:L# plane for the fluid phase. The syste
exhibits the crystal phase only at rather high surface de
ties, about an order of magnitude larger in comparison w
densities for the latex particles. Figure 9 reveals how eff
tive the additional substrate now becomes in promoting c
tallization: already at relatively large separations ofL/a55
one observes a clear shift of the freezing transition po
from its original value~no substrate! at aboutfsurf50.18 to
fsurf50.15, and atL/a52.5 freezing sets in already a
fsurf50.06, that is, at a protein surface fraction which is
factor of 3 smaller than it is in the unconfined system. F
ures 8 and 9 thus demonstrate that, using the model
interactions described in this work, a low polarizability su
porting substrate, whose dielectric constant is much sma
than that of water (e3!e2), is capable of inducing crystalli
zation in an, otherwise, fluid 2D protein system when
separation distance between the substrate and air is co
rable to the particle size. We, however, also remark tha
such high densities, the average particles’ separation
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tancesdnn become comparable to the particles’ size. Ap
from the technical problem of requiring more particles in t
simulation~which demands more computation time!, the ne-
glect of the van der Waals forces in the model then becom
certainly less justifiable.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The present study has focused on the question of how
control-influence effective pair interactions and thus t
crystallization behavior of a system of charged macro p
ticles trapped at an air-water interface. Conventional way
tune the effective interactions include changing the salt c
tent, the temperature or the dielectric properties of the s
vent. As an alternative method, we here suggest to man
late the particle interaction via additional dielectr
substrates. To study the effect of such an additional subst
we have considered only three but representative subst
solution interfaces giving rise to the following systems
interfaces: air-water-metal~AWM !, air-water-air~AWA !, and
air-water-water~AWW!. Metal represents media of dielectr
constants much higher than water (emetal;`), air represents
media on the opposite end (eair;1), while the AWW system
08202
13354
14514
14931
2717
TABLE III. The fit parametersbi for e151.0 ande2540.0 obtained for protein particles in the air-solution-air system.

kr
Small separationkr 5027 Large separationkr 572`

kL b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

0.175 5.90557 1.11571 0.30643 0.19672 1.30551 16.69520 0.46874 2.73382 2.20759 3.
0.250 4.24392 1.10785 0.29197 0.14138 1.51621 9.89539 0.60330 2.20350 1.26082 3.
0.350 2.83067 1.00914 0.38945 0.08782 1.69163 7.10615 0.67153 1.97503 0.67289 3.
0.500 1.73127 0.84728 0.60044 0.05126 1.81383 4.73814 0.73498 1.73526 0.34197 3.
` 0.97308 0.98551 1.00007 0.00154 1.14008 2.00690 0.82914 1.92410 0.02845 3.0
8-9
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models systems where the substrate is of the same pol
ability as the electrolyte~water!. Two similarly charged par-
ticles at an air-water interface are known to interact via
repulsive electrostatic dipole-dipole potential in addition
the well known Yukawa-like screened Coulomb potenti
We showed that the presence of the additional interface
sults in a modification of the total electrostatic repulsive
teraction potential, enhancing it in the case of the AWA s
tem but with a diminishing effect in the AWM system
Applying these model pair-interaction potentials, we inves
gated via MC simulation the density dependent quasi-
structural and phase behavior of two classes of colloidal p
ticles, namely, highly charged latex particles and char
protein particles.

In the case of latex particles, we obtained fluid to crys
transition phase diagrams in the particle density-interfa
separation distances plane@fsurf:L# for low salt concentra-
tions. While the AWA system facilitates formation of crysta
at low particle concentration relative to the air-water on
~AW! system, the AWM system behaves otherwise, in acc
dance with the opposing behavior of their pair-interact
potentials. This then is the essential conclusion of this pa
it is possible to influence the crystallization behavior of 2
systems of charged particles at the air-water interface by
additional dielectric substrate, brought into neighborhood
the air-water interface. This might bear some relevance
protein crystallization in 2D. The positive influence of th
AWA system on 2D crystallization of latex particles mo
vated the extension of the model to investigate 2D crysta
J.
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zation of proteins, where the total charge on the particle
very low (Z;15). The protein particles phase diagram o
tained showed some sets of system parameters where
possible to form 2D crystals when the interfaces separa
distance,L becomes comparable with the particles’ size
The results obtained in this study should be insight
enough to guide the experimentalist in choosing mater
and substrate interfaces for growing 2D structures, e.g., c
tals at air-solution interfaces.
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APPENDIX A: THE FIT PARAMETERS FOR THE
PAIR-INTERACTION POTENTIALS

In Tables II and III, we tabulate for reproductive purpose
the fit parametersbi , in the fit function

f ~r ,b!5b1e2b2(kr )/~kr !b31b4 /~kr !b5,

for the interaction potentialsu5bU/2Z2klB with bU from
Eqs. ~7!, ~11!, and ~12!. To obtain very accurate fits for th
potentials, it was necessary to separate the pair separ
distancekr into small and large.
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